
 

PRACTICE SHEET( half yearly )   SUBJECT – ENGLISH     CLASS V  

 

Section B   - Writing  

 1. Imagine you are Jhalkari. Write a paragraph in about 60-80 words on how you 

joined  Rani Lakshmi Bai’s army and helped her to escape.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

2. Write a letter to your friend inviting him to your birthday party.                                                

3. You are Sujata / Sanjay of Class-V of Lotus Valley School, Bhopal. You have lost 

your favorite colourful umbrella in the class room on Saturday. Write a notice in 

about 50 words to be put on the school notice board.  Put the notice in a box.                                

SECTION – C   ( GRAMMAR) 

4 Complete the sentences with the kinds of noun in the bracket. 

(i)      ___ is the best policy.   (abstract noun)        

(ii) ____ is the captain of the Indian cricket team. (Proper noun)      

 (iii)   The shepherd couldn’t find his _______ of sheep ( collective noun )        

  5   Fill in the blanks with pronoun for the underlined words given:    .                      

(i)  I saw Anu and Manu playing with a toy. _________ were with _________ 

friends. Anu does not give  _______ toy to anybody.  Manu likes to play all by 

_________  .                                                                                                                         

.      6   Fill in the blanks with the correct form of words. Use the tense given.    

                   (i)    Two trains ________________ ( run) in the same track .  

(Past continuous )    

( ii)    We  ___________ ( pray  ) for the victims .  ( Simple Future tense )   

( iii ) Rita _____(write ) a poem. (Past tense)        

( iv ) Our teacher  _______________(teach ) since morning. ( Present continuous )   

 7 Pick out the adverbs in the following sentences and classify them.                                     

(i)  The  boy plays cricket  everyday .         

(ii) My friend  dances merrily.___   

(iii )  Raju won the race easily .__________ 



(iv )  She is much better. _______ 

( v)  Barking dogs seldom bite.__ 

( vi ) They finished their work yesterday._____ 

8 Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition.       3 

(i) She comes _______a good family.    (of /from). 

(ii) The baby left his toy  ____home.  (at/in) 

(iii)  The spider went ______the hole.    (into/above) 

(iv ) On our way ____ Agra, we could see a river.  (to /with) 

(v) The park was ________ the two buildings.  (between/into) 

(vi) The butterfly was _______ flowers.   (near/through) 

9 Punctuate the following sentences.                                     

(i) mother said we are going to the market 

(ii) where is tea grown asked the teacher  

 10. Do as directed.               

(i) The boy is brave –  ( write the antonym) 

(ii) The  wealthy man smiled at me.   (Write the Synonym) 

(iii) The_____ car stood there.  (stationary /stationery)                                                                      

(iv ) Choose the correct meaning of the underlined homonym. 

    My friend writes articles for the magazine.  

(i)   particular item                ( ii )  writing in journals 

(v) Write a prefix to make a new word with cuisine , night , age , ply 

(vi )  Add suffix to sound , organ , taste , special  

NOTE   Learn all the questions and answers done in the class  

Practice reading comprehensions from Tsonga and Pansy 

                                                    


